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Abstract

In modern, advanced radiotherapy (e.g. intensity modulated photon radiotherapy, IMXT) the delivery time for each fraction becomes prolonged to 10-20 minutes compared with the conventional, commonly 2-5 minutes. The biological effect of this prolongation is not fully known.

The large number of beam directions in IMXT commonly leads to a large integral dose in the patient. Electrons would reduce the integral dose but are not suitable for treating deep-seated tumour, due to their limited penetration in tissues. By combining electron and photon beams, the dose distributions may be improved compared with either used alone. One obstacle for using electron beams in clinical routine is that there is no available treatment planning systems that optimise electron beam treatments in a similar way as for IMXT. Protons have an even more pronounced dose fall-off, larger penetration depth and less penumbra widening than electrons and are therefore more suitable for advanced radiotherapy. However, proton facilities optimised for advanced radiotherapy are not commonly available. In some instances electron beams may be an acceptable surrogate.

The first part of this study is an experimental in vitro study where the situation in a tumour during fractionated radiotherapy is simulated. The effect of the prolonged fraction time is compared with the predictions by radiobiological models. The second part is a treatment planning study to analyse the mixing of electron and photon beams for at complex target volume in comparison with IMXT. In the next step a research version of an electron beam optimiser was used for the improvement of treatment plans. The aim was to develop a method for translating crude energy and intensity matrices for optimised electrons into a deliverable treatment plan without destroying the dose distribution. In the final part, different methods of treating the spinal canal in medulloblastoma were explored in a treatment planning study that was evaluated with biological models for estimating risks for late radiation effects.

The effect on cell survival of prolonging fraction time at conventional doses/fraction is significant in an in vitro system. This effect is underestimated by biological models. Prolonging the fraction time will spare tissues with a fast DNA repair. Thus, there is a risk for sparing tumours. The mixed electron and photon beam technique has the potential to treat deep-seated tumours. Compared with IMXT the number of beams can be reduced and as a consequence, the time for each fraction could be kept shorter. The integral dose in the patient will also be lower. The mixed beam technique could potentially be further improved if automatic optimisation for electrons was available. The results suggest that optimisation and segmentation can be automated, and a deliverable treatment plan can be obtained with simple procedures without destroying the quality of the dose distribution. The integral dose in patients may lead to late radiation side-effects. In childhood cancers the risk for development of radiation induced cancers is a reality and the integral dose outside the target volume should be minimised. Based on models for cancer induction, protons show the lowest risk while electrons have some benefit compared with different photon techniques. All methods are able to similarly well treat the target volume.

Keywords: Radiotherapy, intensity modulated radiotherapy, IMXT, IMET, IMPT, proton beams, electron beams, treatment planning, cancer induction, side-effects, fraction time.
论文摘要：

先进的放射治疗，如调强放射治疗（IMXT），其单次照射时间可以被延长到10到20分钟（传统放射治疗的单次照射时间约2到5分钟）。目前，单次照射时间延长引起的放射生物学效应的改变并不清楚。

IMXT使用比传统放射治疗更多的射束，增加了病人的累积受照剂量。因为电子线在物质内的穿透深度是有限的，使用电子线可以减小病人的累积受照剂量，但电子线不适合治疗深部肿瘤。电子线和X线组合照射可能提高电子线或X线的剂量分布。目前，阻碍电子束调强技术在应用于临床的主要原因可能是治疗计划系统不具有电子束调强的功能。与电子线相比，质子治疗有更快的剂量衰减，更深的穿透深度，更窄的半影，因而更适合先进的放射治疗技术。但质子治疗设备昂贵、复杂，目前不能广泛的在放射治疗中心配备。因此，在目前的某些情况下，电子线可作为质子射束的一种替代选择。

该研究的第一部分研究了分次照射时间延长对放射生物学效应的影响。该研究使用离体细胞模拟肿瘤接受放射治疗的情形（相同的剂量，不同的照射时间），并与放射生物学模型计算的预测值进行比较；第二部分研究了电子线和X线组合照射在治疗深部肿瘤时的剂量分布，并与IMXT的进行了比较。第三部分研究了计算机化电子束调强程序，目的是找出将优化后的电子束能量和强度的矩阵转换成可以治疗的治疗计划。最后，研究评价了不同放射治疗技术（传统光子、电子线技术，IMXT，电子束调强技术，质子调强技术）在髓母细胞瘤脊髓照射中的应用。使用生物学模型对晚期放射反应，特别是放射线诱发的第二原发肿瘤的几率进行了评估。

在传统分次剂量范围内，在离体细胞系中，分次照射时间延长产生的放射生物学方面的影响是显著的。而且，放射生物学模型低估了这个影响。照射时间延长将保护快DNA修复组织。因此，存在保护肿瘤的危险。混合电子线和X线照射技术可以用来治疗深部肿瘤。与IMXT相比，混合照射可以减少射束数目，因而缩短照射时间，并可以减少病人的累积照射剂量。如果使用自动的电子束调强程序，混合线照射的剂量分布可以得到进一步提高。第三部分的研究结果显示，自动的电子束调强治疗可以实现，而且可以通过简单的步骤将电子线能量和强度的矩阵转换成可以治疗的治疗计划。该研究的第四部分结果表明，肿瘤区域外的累积剂量可能引起晚期放射反应，特别是在儿童肿瘤病人中，放射线诱发的第二原发肿瘤是一个现实问题，因此当代的放射治疗技术应该尽量的降低肿瘤区域外的累积剂量。与传统照射方式相比，质子诱发第二原发肿瘤的几率最低，其次是电子束调强技术。

关键词：放射治疗，调强放射治疗，IMXT，IMET，IMPT，质子束，电子束，治疗计划，诱发肿瘤，副反应，分次照射时间。
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### Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3-D CRT</td>
<td>Three dimensional conformal radiotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Computer tomography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTV</td>
<td>Clinical target volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVH</td>
<td>Dose volume histogram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRP</td>
<td>International Commission on Radiological Protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICRU</td>
<td>International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMXT</td>
<td>Intensity modulated radiotherapy with photons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMET</td>
<td>Intensity and energy modulated radiotherapy with electrons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPT</td>
<td>Intensity and energy modulated radiotherapy with protons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMRT</td>
<td>Intensity modulated radiotherapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LKB model</td>
<td>Lyman-Kutcher-Burman model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLC</td>
<td>Multi-leaf collimator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MB</td>
<td>Mixed electron and photon beam plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTCP</td>
<td>Normal tissue complication probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OARs</td>
<td>Organs at risk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTV</td>
<td>Planning target volume</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBE</td>
<td>Relative biological effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS model</td>
<td>Relative seriality model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLC</td>
<td>Radiation induced secondary lethal cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOBP</td>
<td>Spread out Bragg Peak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP</td>
<td>Tumour control probability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Introduction

Since the birth of radiotherapy in the last years of the 19th century the therapy techniques have continuously been improved and refined in parallel to technical improvements and increased radiobiological knowledge. The innovations during the last decades are to a major extent based on the development in medical imaging and computer sciences. Today, imaging helps the radiation oncologists to delineate the tumour target more precisely than ever before. Computers are now involved in every step of the process of radiotherapy.

The ideal radiotherapy would be to deliver a radical radiation dose to tumour cells, and no dose to normal tissues (Fig. 1). Ionising radiation causes damages in normal tissues that can be classified as deterministic (mainly due to cell killing) and stochastic (due to mutation) effects (1, 2). Deterministic effects, such as serious malfunction or necrosis, become evident when the irradiation in tissue reaches a threshold dose (usually >1-2 Gy). Above the threshold dose the severity of effects increase with the increase of dose. For stochastic effects there is no threshold dose, and the severity of effects is independent of the dose.

In radiotherapy, normal tissues are virtually always irradiated with a certain doses, the magnitude depends on the technique used (Fig. 1). This is especially the case when the organs at risk (OARs) are situated close to a deep-seated tumour target. The improvement of techniques for conformity of the dose distribution to the tumour volume and for decreasing the dose in normal tissues is a major theme in radiotherapy research.

Protons have physical properties that make them possible to use for producing more conformal dose distributions than with conventional x-rays and/or electrons in most cases (Fig. 1). As compared with photons, almost zero doses are delivered to the volume downstream the target and lower doses to the volume in front of the target. The dose distribution of protons can be further improved by intensity and energy modulation techniques (IMPT) (3, 4). Due to the technical complexity and the cost of
proton facilities, hospital based protons are today only available in a few academic hospitals in the world.

Conventional external radiotherapy uses photon and/or electron radiation. Megavoltage photons are used for deep-seated tumours. A single photon beam will usually deliver more absorbed dose to the normal tissue in front of the tumour. Therefore, multiple beams incident from different angles are employed in clinical practice. Electrons are mainly used for more superficial targets. Electrons have a fast dose fall-off at depth that makes them suitable for treatments where critical structures are localised behind the tumour (Fig. 1). Possibly the lack of equipment that is optimised for effective electron delivery and planning explains the very limited use of advanced electron techniques.

Figure 1. Depth dose distribution for a treatment with single beam of 15 MeV electron (a), 20 MeV electron (b), ideal dose distribution (c), 6 MV photon (e), and spread out Bragg Peak (SOBP) of 150 MeV proton beam (f). PTV is showing the tumour target, and (d) shows the depth dose of monoenergetic protons of 150 MeV.

Since more than a decade, three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (3-D CRT) has become a focus of radiotherapy development. The technique requires computer tomography (CT) for obtaining information of the tumour volume and OARs and computerised treatment planning for virtually displaying dose distribution. Typically, a 3-D CRT photon plan is produced by applying multiple beams from several directions,
coinciding in the centre of the planning target volume (PTV). The beams are shaped to match the projection of the PTV with multi-leaf collimators (MLC) or blocks. The intensity within each beam is typically uniform or may be modified by simple devices as wedges. The dose distribution of 3-D CRT is often closely conformed to the shape of a PTV with convex or plane surfaces, and the dose to the surrounding normal tissues can be kept low (5).

Figure 2. The dose distribution for (a) 2 lateral opposed photon beams and (b) 7 evenly distributed intensity modulated photon beams. Isodoses for 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, and 100% are indicated. The isodose lines for 50% and 90% are in solid black lines, others are in white. LP and RP are left and right parotid glands respectively. SP is the spinal canal.

In cases where the PTV has one or more concave surfaces, especially when OARs are partly surrounded by the PTV, 3-D CRT may not able to deliver a radical dose to the tumour without exceeding the tolerance dose of OARs. One solution to this problem is intensity modulated x-ray radiotherapy (IMXT) (6, 7). (Fig. 2)

The definition of IMXT has been given by the IMRT Collaborative Working group: “An advanced form of 3D-CRT that uses non-uniform radiation beam intensities, incident on the patient, that have been determined using various computer-based optimization techniques” (8). By IMXT, dose distributions that fulfil the clinical requirements better than 3-D CRT can be obtained for several complex target shapes (9-11).
One clinical motive for developing 3-D CRT and IMXT was the hypothesis that a higher radiation dose to the tumour target should give a higher probability for tumour control. This would be possible to achieve without increasing the risk for side-effects. No clinical evidence in the form of prospective randomised clinical studies has yet been presented concerning the tumour control of IMXT vs. e.g. 3-D CRT (8, 12, 13). Until such data are available, potential advantages as well as disadvantages of IMXT must be explored in other ways. Alternatively, the therapeutic gain could be utilised for decreasing the risk for serious side-effects and maintaining the tumour control probability. Clinical results that support this theory have been reported for some tumour sites (14-16). Till now, the dominating use of IMXT has been for head and neck cancer (17-19), prostate cancer (11, 20), breast cancer (21, 22), paediatric cancer (23), and other body sites (24).

IMXT seems to offer several improvements to radiotherapy compared with previous techniques. However, as with all new developments there are some potential risks and/or concerns that need to be addressed. Some consequences of the IMXT technique are; the prolonged dose delivery time; the large integral dose in the surrounding normal tissues; inhomogeneous dose in the target volume (25); the complexity of technique and the demand of human resources and facilities (26). Some of these potential problems have been addressed in this thesis.

The first part of the project concerned the prolonged fraction time (from the beginning of the first beam to the end of the last) that frequently is a consequence of IMXT. We carried out an in vitro experimental study to investigate the effect of the changes in fraction time. Different biological models were used for predicting the effect of prolonged fraction time (Paper I). One way of reducing the fraction time in IMXT could be to reduce the complexity of the beam delivery. One possible way of accomplishing this could be to mix conventional photon-IMXT with electrons (Paper II). As opposed to photons, electrons have an energy dependent dose fall-off at depth. This property might facilitate the shaping of conformal dose distributions in complex target volumes. Furthermore, the integral dose might be reduced since the electrons would contribute to less radiation dose downstream the target volume than photons.
Treatment planning with computerised optimiser for electron is essential for energy and intensity modulated electron therapy (IMET). Today, only few planning systems are capable of optimising electron, but not producing a deliverable IMET plan due to the large variations in both energy and intensity in each beam. In this thesis a method (for the same purpose as the “sequencer” in IMXT planning system) to transform the results from an electron beam energy-fluence optimiser into a deliverable treatment plan was developed (Paper III).

Even though the high dose in surrounding normal tissues is decreased, IMXT frequently delivers a low dose to a larger volume of tissues outside the tumour target than many traditional external radiotherapy techniques do. The risk for deterministic effects after very low-dose irradiation in normal tissues is yet unknown. Because most data on this unwanted effect are collected from treatments delivered with conventional techniques thus, usually a higher dose is delivered to surrounding normal tissues. However, some evidence shows that even low total doses (5Gy – 12.5 Gy) of radiation may result in late side-effects such as excessive fibrosis or scar-tissue formation, probably due to cytokine activation (27). However, these radiation doses are so low that it may take many years for the effects to appear. A low dose hypersensitivity has been observed for doses <1 Gy (28). The clinical relevance of this phenomenon is not yet fully understood but it might contribute to late side-effects. The risk for stochastic effects associated with low dose irradiation, such as cancer induction, may cause more concerns, particularly in a paediatric group. The relevant, induced mutation occurs in cells that survive the irradiation. Thus, a low dose (<1-2 Gy) is sufficient to cause these effects (1). Children are probably more sensitive to radiation due to more active cell proliferation. In Paper IV different treatment strategies with photons, electrons and protons for spinal canal treatment in medulloblastoma in children are analysed and discussed with respect to possible long term toxicity and radiation induced secondary lethal cancer (SLC).
Aims of the study

The developments of new radiation techniques in recent years have improved the possibility to tailor the dose distributions to the shapes of the target volumes. As a consequence of the new advanced techniques, the fraction time risks to be prolonged. Furthermore, the volume of normal tissues which are irradiated to low doses will be increased. These potential problems as well as some possible solutions to them have been explored according to the following specific aims

- To investigate how prolonged fraction time changes the biological effectiveness of radiotherapy (I).

- To investigate if the combination of electrons and photons can improve the dose distribution of photon IMRT, and the efficiency of dose delivery (II).

- To investigate the possibility of transforming an electron energy and intensity matrix from an automatic optimisation procedure into a clinically deliverable treatment plan (III).

- To investigate the physical dose distributions created for different treatment techniques in the spinal canal irradiation in children with medulloblastoma and explore their possible importance for late side-effects, particularly for SLC (IV).
The influence of prolonged fraction time on the radiation effect (I)

The time for one fraction from start of treatment on the first field to the end of the last will often increase proportionally to the complexity of treatment technique. In the commonly used IMXT delivery techniques, the treatment time may be up to 15 minutes for a static segmental IMXT plan with 50-60 MLC segments (29, 30). The delivery time is about 10-12 minutes for dynamic IMXT with 5 or 6 beams, (10). For tomotherapy, the delivery time is directly proportional to the length and volume of the lesion. A single rotational arc takes approximately 5-10 minutes and with a typical plan of 3-4 couch increments, total delivery times are between 15-30 minutes (30).

Figure. 3. Illustration of the delivery of radiation dose, fraction sizes, and divisions of fractions into sub-fractions in the experiments of this study.

The biological effects of increased fraction time can be predicted by the use of different biological response models. However, the predictions might differ between models. This makes the testing of models under these circumstances important. Consequently, in vitro experiments where some basic variables can be controlled will make the interpretation simpler and act as a first step in the process of testing the model. Therefore, evaluation of the predictive ability of radiobiological models by experiments is needed.
In Paper I, we carried out an in vitro experimental study to investigate the effect of changes in fraction delivery time. A dose of 2 Gy was delivered to cultured hamster fibroblasts (V79-379-A) cells in 1, 10, and 20 minutes. Each fraction was divided into sub-fractions to simulate the delivery of IMXT. In order to evaluate the models for higher doses per fraction than 2 Gy, and compare with previous experimental data (31), a dose of 8 Gy was delivered to V79 cells in 4 minutes and 40 minutes (Fig. 3).

The basic LQ-model was developed to simulate the biological effect of single dose irradiations given to different dose levels at intervals large enough for sub-lethal damages to recover between irradiations (32).

\[ S = \exp(-\alpha \cdot D - \beta \cdot D^2) \]  
\[ \text{(Eq. 1)} \]

where, \( S \) is the surviving fraction of V-79 cells after irradiation. \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are constant parameters characterising the biological system and \( D \) is the total absorbed dose.

In the study of fractionated regimes, a common modification of LQ-model by superposition of single fraction survival has been used. The surviving fraction for different regimes can thus be described by the following equation (32):

\[ S = \exp(-n \cdot \alpha \cdot d - n \cdot \beta \cdot d^2) \]  
\[ \text{(Eq. 2)} \]

To describe the biological effect of treatment given with low dose rate or with many sub-fractions in each fraction, a factor \( G \) is multiply to the quadratic term in the fractionated LQ-model to correct the effects of incomplete repair of sub-lethal damages. Then, the surviving cell fraction can thus be described as:

\[ S = \exp(-n \cdot \alpha \cdot d - G \cdot n \cdot \beta \cdot d^2) \]  
\[ \text{(Eq. 3)} \]

Where, \( G \) is a correction for incomplete repair.

Already Lea and Catheside (33) presented ideas with a dose rate correction function based on data from continuous irradiation with low or moderate dose rate. In mathematical form, the \( G \) in Eq.3 can thus be represented by \( G_T \) in Eq. 4 (34, 35).
\[ G_x = \frac{2 \cdot \tau}{T_\delta} \left[ 1 - \frac{\tau}{T_\delta} \cdot (1 - x) \right] \]  
(Eq. 4)

Where, \( T_\delta \) is the dose delivery time of one fraction, \( \tau \) is the recovery time of sub-lethal damages, and \( x \) is representing the exponential decay of sub-lethal damage.

\[ x = \exp \left( -\frac{T_\delta}{\tau} \right) \]  
(Eq. 4b)

\[ \tau = \frac{T_{1/2}}{\ln(2)} \]  
(Eq. 4c)

\( T_{1/2} \) is the half time of sub-lethal repair.

In the incomplete repair (IR) model (35), gave an expression, which assumes no recovery during actual irradiation but rather during the time between fractions, i.e., applies to acute fractions. Here we will use the expression mainly for sub-fractions within one 2 or 8 Gy fraction, taking \( G \) in Eq. 3 equal to \( G_\delta T \), with

\[ G_\delta T = \frac{2}{(n')^2} \left[ \frac{\theta}{1 - \theta} \right] \left[ n' - \frac{1 - \theta^n}{1 - \theta} \right] + \frac{1}{n'} \]  
(Eq. 5a)

Where \( \theta \) is representing the exponential of sub-lethal damage according to

\[ \theta = \exp \left( -\frac{\delta \cdot T}{\tau} \right) \]  
(Eq. 5b)

\( n' \) is the number of sub-fractions in one fraction (e.g., \( n' = 1, 4, 8, \) or 16), and \( \delta T \) is the time interval between different sub-fractions within one fraction (Table 1). The short irradiation duration for any one sub-fraction is regarded as incorporated appropriately into \( \delta T \).

Parameters of the basic cell survival curves (\( \alpha, \beta \)) and repair kinetics (\( \tau \)) were established in this cell line (see Paper I).
\[ \alpha = 0.16 \text{ Gy}^{-1} \text{ (S.D. 0.04)} \]
\[ \beta = 0.016 \text{ Gy}^{-2} \text{ (S.D. 0.003)} \]
\[ T_{1/2} = 0.4 \text{ h and thus } \tau = 0.58 \text{ h} \]

The experiments showed that the prolongation of the dose delivery time is sparing tissues with a fast DNA repair. In the comparison of results from the different sub-fractionations experiments, \( S_{1\text{min}} \) were used as reference and the results are presented as ratios of surviving fractions after prolonged and acute exposure (Fig. 4). In the experiment where 2 Gy fractions were delivered either in one fraction in one minute or in a number of sub-fractions in 10 or 20 minutes, a statistically significant difference between the groups was found \((p<0.001)\). For 8 Gy fractions, there was a statistically significant difference between the 40 minutes irradiation and 4 minutes irradiation \((p<0.001)\). In this case, \( S_{4\text{min}} \) was used as a reference and the results are presented as ratios of surviving fractions. From survival fraction curves (Fig. 4 in Paper I), the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) was calculated. For 2 Gy fraction size, \( \text{RBE}_{10\text{min}/1\text{min}} \) was 1.15, \( \text{RBE}_{20\text{min}/1\text{min}} \) was 1.19. For a fraction size of 8 Gy, \( \text{RBE}_{40\text{min}/4\text{min}} \) was 1.12, which is similar to experiments on human skin for large fraction sizes (31).

The results also show that the biological models underestimate the effect of prolonged fraction times at conventional dose/fraction. For 2 Gy fractionations the models greatly underestimated the effect seen in the experiments (Table 1, Fig. 4). However, for 8 Gy fractions, a good agreement was found between experimental results and those predicted by the models (Table 1, Fig. 4). The same irradiation regimes were analysed with models for both sub-fractionated and different dose rate routines. It is worth noting that both types of models give very similar results.
Figure 4. Plot of the ratios of surviving fraction of different sub-fractionation experiments to acute exposure, ratio mean and 95% confidence intervals, and predicted values according to Eq. (4), for a) $S_{10\text{min}}/S_{1\text{min}}$ for 2 Gy fractions, b) $S_{20\text{min}}/S_{1\text{min}}$ for 2 Gy fractions, and c) $S_{40\text{min}}/S_{4\text{min}}$ for an 8 Gy fraction.

Table 1. Comparison between experimental survival data and those predicted by the different models. The models have been applied both with the number of sub-fractions as parameter and with the total time used as varying parameter. $n'$, $d^*$, $T_\delta$ and $\delta T$ are parameters used in the models. The ratio of surviving cells compared with an acute irradiation is given by S-ratios, $S_{T\delta}(33)$, $S_{\delta T}(35)$, as in the equations 4 and 5 respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>S-ratio</th>
<th>$n'$</th>
<th>$d^*$</th>
<th>$T_\delta$</th>
<th>$\delta T$</th>
<th>$S_{T\delta(\text{ref})}$</th>
<th>$S_{\delta T(\text{ref})}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2Gy-S_{4f}/S_{1f}</td>
<td>1.054 (±0.025)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>1.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Gy-S_{8f}/S_{1f}</td>
<td>1.063 (±0.017)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>1.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2Gy-S_{16f}/S_{1f}</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8Gy-S_{16f}/S_{1f}</td>
<td>1.370 (±0.070)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In sub-fractionated routines, $d^*$ is dose per sub-fraction; in difference dose rate routines $d^*$ is dose per fraction.

16
From the results, we can draw the following conclusion: For a tissue with $S_{2Gy}$ of 0.67 and $T_{1/2}$ of 0.4 h, as in Paper I, a prolongation of treatment time for each fraction from 5 to 20 minutes would lead to approximately 1 log less cell kill after 32 fractions. In the present example this would mean that for the prolongation of fraction time from 1 to 20 minutes, either fraction size or number of fraction need to be increased about 15 - 19% to reach the same cell kill. For example, if the prescription dose to the tumour was 2 Gy in 1 minute for 32 fraction, 10 minutes fraction time would demand 37 fractions, and 20 minutes 39 fractions; Otherwise, 15 - 19% increased fraction size is needed to compensate for the prolonged fraction time. This correction would then only be valid for one specific tissue, e.g. tissues with longer $T_{1/2}$ would be less spared by the long fraction times and thus, be subjected to more severe radiation effect.
**Properties of electron beams (II, III)**

Electrons are commonly used for treating superficial target, such as chest wall, lymph node metastases, and in head and neck cancers. The limited depth range of electrons minimises the doses to the normal structures downstream the tumour. However, the penumbra of electron beams widens with increasing depth in the patient. Thus, the effective treatment field is getting smaller (Fig. 8). When treating deep-seated tumour, the fast dose fall-off becomes a disadvantage (Paper II).

Several research groups have investigated the possibility of improving the properties of electron beams (36, 37). For example, dose distribution of electron beams have been improved by combining them with photon beams. The addition of a low-weight, wedged, photon beam perpendicular to the distal part of an electron beam increases the effective treatment depth of the electron beam (36). Adding a narrow photon beam to the electron beam edges beam reduces the electron beam penumbra and enlarges the effective field size (37, 38). Matching different electron energies to obtain a desired dose gradient (39-41). Mixed different electron energies to obtain the depth range corresponding to the median energy or increase dose in beam build up region of high energy electron (42). Some reports focused on intensity modulated electron beams with 3-D bolus (43) or electron MLC (44, 45). In Paper II, we applied most techniques described above to create a complex dose distribution for a deep-seated tumour target.
The added value of electrons to IMXT (II)

Cancer of the head-and-neck is a common indication for IMXT, because of the many OARs that exist in the region. Irradiation of these structures may lead to serious late complications, such as xerostomia. IMXT may improve this side-effect, hence improving the quality of life (15, 46-48). However, the integral dose to the surrounding normal tissues may increase with IMXT. This may introduce risks particularly for the long-term survivors who may be at risk of secondary, radiation induced, cancers (49). Other unwanted side-effects might be caused by low-dose hypersensitivity (28), although the clinical implications of this phenomenon is still not fully understood.

![Figure 5. The procedures of mixed beam forward planning.](image)

Figure 5. The procedures of mixed beam forward planning. Three main electron-beam directions are from anterior and oblique posterior, which avoid direct irradiation of the OARs. Three photon beams were added in the same beam direction as the three main electron beams (Fig. 5a). Additionally, two anterior oblique photon beams were added, in order to improve the dose in the central region of target, and to reduce the skin dose (Fig. 5b). Two laterally opposed, low-weight, narrow photon beams covered the anterior part of target. Six to nine small photon beams and electron beams from the directions described above were added to improve the dose homogeneity within the target (Fig. 5c).

The added value of electrons to IMXT from aspects of the reduction of integral dose in normal tissues and the improvement of efficiency of dose delivery was investigated in
Paper II. Treatment plans were made for five simulated head and neck cancer cases. Mixed electron and photon beam plans (MB) were constructed using a manual iterative procedure with TMS 6.0 (Nucletron B.V., The Netherlands). Photon-IMXT plans were optimised automatically with OTP1.2 (Nucletron B.V., Netherlands.). Both electron and photon beams were collimated by a computer controlled MLC. The goal of both treatments is to deliver a mean dose of 70 Gy to the tumour target with a dose variation of not more than ± 10%; and constraints OARs were set to a mean dose of less than 26 Gy to both parotids (15), maximum dose of 50 Gy to spinal cord and of 60 Gy to brainstem.

The approach with opposite bilateral electrons was not used for this study, since the thickness of the patients often precludes the use of such techniques with electrons of conventional energies (<25 MeV). In addition, the absorbed dose in the parotid region exceeds the dose-volume constraint for the parotids (Fig. 1 in Paper II). Therefore, alternative technique was used (Fig. 5).

Figure 6. Dose distribution of patient no. 4 for both the mixed electron and photon beam plan and the photon IMRT plan with isodose lines 30%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 95% and 105%. Isodose lines of 50% and 90% are in black. LP and RP are left parotid and right parotid. SP is spinal cord. PTV is shown with black dotted ine.
Results showing that MB technique deliver less integral dose to the surrounding normal tissues (p< 0.05), and similar target coverage as IMXT technique dose (Figs 6, 7 and Table 1 in Paper II). For the parotid glands the results are similar with both techniques. However, the dose volume histograms (DVH) of spinal cord and brain stem indicate that there is a margin for further optimisation in the MB plans. The same beam angles were used both in MB and IMXT techniques, but fewer segments in MB plans (15-20 segments) than in IMXT plans (54-62 segments).

Figure. 7. DVHs for left parotid, spinal cord and brain stem for both mixed electron and photon plans (solid line) and photon IMRT plans (dotted lines).
There are at least two main reasons for the limited use of IMET in clinical radiotherapy. One is that most commercial accelerators are not equipped and optimised for multi-leaf collimated electrons. This problem can be solved with quite moderate modifications of conventional linear accelerators (50-53). So far, it is only the racetrack microtron (MM50, IBA, Belgium) that fulfils these requirements. Another problem is that the treatment planning process with range optimisation as a major component is often laborious if it is performed with conventional forward planning. Commercial systems are usually not equipped with such algorithms. However, an algorithm-based energy/range-selection method for electron optimisation has been presented (42). The algorithm uses the large field electron range (energy/range optimiser) to select electron energies corresponding to the distal edge of the PTV. Three energy layers are weighted by an intensity optimiser to adjust the energy selection and distribution. This energy-selection method handles both the energy and the intensity-optimisation.

In Paper III, we analysed the techniques for compensating the electron scatter in the beam edges in IMET (Fig. 8) and defined a method to transform electron energy and intensity matrices into a deliverable treatment plan.

The treatment planning simulation was done on a breast cancer patient who had a left sided cancer after mastectomy. The thoracic wall and the ipsilateral internal mammary nodes were defined as CTV. The left lung and the heart were outlined as the OARs. A dose of 50 Gy was delivered as the mean to the PTV. The dose homogeneity within the PTV was planned to be ± 10%.
Figure 8. Illustration of the principle for beam edge compensation. A 10 cm wide, rectangular target (thin line) treated with 15-MeV electrons is shown. The 30%, 50%, 70%, 90% and 95%, isodose lines are shown. (a) shows an under dosage to the lateral border of PTV due to the lack of inward scattered electrons. In (b) the left lateral part of the beam is replaced by a narrow, equally weighted, 20-MeV electron beam. This compensates the lack of inward scattered electrons, but the absorbed dose downstream from the target is increased. (c) shows the effect of an extra beam margin to the PTV. This compensates the lack of inward scattered electrons close to the PTV and avoids the absorbed dose downstream from the target but results in an increased dose laterally.

The IMET plans were produced in a modified research version of the KonRad program (DKFZ-Heidelberg, Department of Medical Physics, Germany). The IMET plan for energy compensation approach was obtained with a 3-step procedure. The primary energy selection was performed according to the method described by Olofsson et al (42). The energy modulation was realised by adding two additional energy layers of -2.5 MeV and +5 MeV. Finally, the intensity optimiser determines the intensity for each energy in the beam matrices (42); The IMET plan for wide margin approach was obtained with similar procedures as energy compensation approach, the differences were that the energy matrices have an extra margin of 1 cm compare with those in energy compensation plan and the energy of two additional energy layers were -2.5 MeV and +2.5 MeV (Fig. 9a, see Paper III). A four-segment electron plan was constructed following the local clinic routine (40) with an isocentric
technique (see Paper III). The plan was transferred to the optimiser for dose recalculation. The results were used as the baseline for further comparisons with IMET plans.

Figure 9. (a) shows the procedure for “energy compensation” and the “wide-margin compensation” after the primary energy range optimisation. (b) shows schematically the process of segmentation. The iterative manual procedure for the final segmented treatment plan is shown in detail in Fig. 10.

The optimisation creates a more conformal dose distribution than the forward plan. However, the dose can not be delivered directly with the information of the energy and intensity matrices given by the optimiser. A deliverable treatment plan has to be produced without significant changes of the dose distribution. Based on the wide-margin compensation plan, a deliverable plan was created in a three-step procedure (Fig. 9b, see Paper III). The iterative manual procedure for the final segmented treatment plan is shown in detail in Fig. 10.
The results show that both IMET plans and manual plan deliver a similar dose to the PTV and both IMET plans deliver less dose to heart, lung and surrounding normal tissues, compared with the conventional plan. However, wide-margin compensation decreases dose in heart more than energy compensation dose, but with more dose in surrounding normal tissues (Table 2, see Fig. 4 in Paper III). After the procedures of matrix reduction and segmentation, a deliverable treatment plan with energy- and intensity-segmentation was obtained. The energy matrix contained 8 different energies, each with 2-3 intensity levels. This resulted in 23 segments to be delivered.
(Fig. 11). There is no much change in dose distribution in wide-margin compensation plans before, during and after segmentation processes (Table 2, see Fig. 4 in Paper III).

![Energy and intensity maps](image)

**Figure 11.** The energy and intensity maps of the energy-matrix reduced plan (a) and the final segmented plan (b). Numbers denote the relative intensities and the different patterns denote different energies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of treatment plan</th>
<th>PTV</th>
<th>Lung</th>
<th>Heart</th>
<th>Surrounding tissues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$D_{\text{min}}$ (Gy)</td>
<td>$D_{\text{max}}$ (Gy)</td>
<td>$D_{\text{mean}}$ (Gy)</td>
<td>CV (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forward plan</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>56.1</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy compensation</td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide-margin compensation</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy matrix reduced plan</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segmented plan</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$D_{\text{min}}$ and $D_{\text{max}}$ are defined as the minimum isodose that encompasses 99% of the PTV and the maximum isodose that encompasses 1% of the PTV respectively. $D_{\text{mean}}$ is the mean dose. CV is the coefficient of variation. $V_{25\text{Gy}}$ is the volume receiving $\geq 25$ Gy. Heart volume = 275 cm$^3$. $V_{20\text{Gy}}$ is the percentage of the lung volume receiving more than 20 Gy. “Surrounding tissues” are all tissues outside the PTV and the defined OARs. Energy matrix reduced plan is the intermediate step of manual segmentation.
Side-effects in paediatric therapy and further improvement of the dose conformity with protons (IV)

During the last few decades, the technical improvements in photon therapy have decreased the probability of normal tissue complication (NTCP) without comprising the probabilities of tumour control (TCP). IMXT delivers a high radiation dose to the target volume, but a low dose is absorbed in a large volume of surrounding normal tissues. Some studies have shown that late complications (deterministic effects) also appear after low dose radiation if the follow up time is long enough (27). Particularly in paediatric cancer patient, the stochastic effects, such as radiation induced SLC, have become a major concern after radiotherapy (4). Proton beams may further decrease the integral dose in normal tissue because the physical properties of protons (Fig. 1).

In Paper IV, we carried out a treatment planning comparison study; aim to estimate the risk for late side-effects, particularly radiation induced cancer associated with the technique used. The radiotherapy techniques compared were conventional photon therapy, IMXT, conventional electrons, IMET, and intensity/energy modulated protons (IMPT). CT images of 5 children who diagnosed as ‘standard risk’ medulloblastoma were selected for this study, since a big number of OARs involved in radiation fields; the patient group is comprised with 2 girls and 3 boys between 6 and 11 years, the median age was 8 years, since the young patient group is of the interest in concerning of radiation induced late complication and SLC.

The total prescribed dose was 23.4 Gy in 13 daily fractions of 1.8 Gy to the PTV as of the present Société International d’Oncologie Pediatrique (SIOP) PNET4 study (54). The prescribed dose for IMPT treatment was converted to the biological equivalent dose (23.4 EGy) by applying a RBE (relative biological effectiveness) factor of 1.1 for protons (55).

The NTCP was estimated for a number of OARs and biological endpoints of interest. The NTCP models used in this study were the relative seriality model (RS model) (56) and the Lyman-Kutcher-Burman model (57-59) (LKB model). The calculation was
performed in BioPlan program (60). The probabilities of acute side-effects, such as radiation pneumonitis (61) and radiation hepatitis (62); the late side-effects, such as radiation induced ischemic heart disease (63), esophagus stricture (64), and small and large bowel obstruction (the volume of abdominal cavity was used for calculation) (59) were estimated respectively. The DVHs were converted to 2 Gy/fraction regimes by using of the linear quadratic model (65), since the parameters of NTCP models were derived with the assumption that the fraction dose is 2 Gy. The $\alpha/\beta$ values used for DVH conversion were taken from (66).

The risk for secondary lethal cancer (SLC) was estimated according to the model recommended in ICRP recommendations (1). The probability of SLC is the product of the effective dose ($E$) and the nominal probability coefficient of SLC, and $E$ can be expressed by

$$E = \sum_T W_T \cdot \sum_R W_R \cdot D_{TR} \quad \text{(Eq. 6)}$$

where, $D_{TR}$ denotes the mean absorbed dose in a tissue or organ $T$ due to incident radiation $R$, and $W_R$ and $W_T$ are the radiation modality and tissue weighting factors.

The dose to the red marrow and bone surfaces were not included in the calculation of the effective dose, thus only the risk for lethal solid cancers was considered. The probability for solid SLC has been estimated by the ICRP to 0.045 per Sv for the whole population and adjusted to children by multiplying a factor of 2.5 (1).

Based on the assumption of a linear dose response relationship up to 4 Gy and of a dose-independent relationship for dose above 4 Gy (67), a corrected mean dose to each outlined structures was calculated from DVH data. This means that all doses of > 4Gy in the DVH were given the value of 4 Gy. In order to use this data for a model relating to radiation protection a dose-rate effectiveness factor of 2 has been used (1). This factor has been retained and considered as relevant also for the present purpose (67). A value of 1 for $W_R$ was used for photon and electron beams, and 2 for proton beams (55). The $W_T$ factors recommended in ICRP 60 (1) were used (Table 3). The factors of bone (red marrow and bone surface) and gonads were not included, thus, the sum of
the weighing factors was equal to 0.67 (it would be 1, if whole body was considered). Therefore, the sum of the weighted effective dose of considered organs was renormalized (divided by 0.67). The interleaf leakage and scattering dosage of IMXT was not included in the estimate.

Table 3. Absorbed dose in the volumes of interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Photon Gy (s.d.)</th>
<th>IMXT Gy (s.d.)</th>
<th>Electron Gy (s.d.)</th>
<th>IMET Gy (s.d.)</th>
<th>IMPT Gy (s.d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PTV</td>
<td>Minimum dose</td>
<td>20.4 (0.5)</td>
<td>19.8 (1.5)</td>
<td>19.5 (0.4)</td>
<td>18.1 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum dose</td>
<td>26.0 (0.2)</td>
<td>26.8 (1.3)</td>
<td>25.6 (0.5)</td>
<td>27.4 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean dose</td>
<td>23.4 (0.0)</td>
<td>23.2 (0.2)</td>
<td>23.4 (0.0)</td>
<td>23.3 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertebral bodies</td>
<td>Minimum dose</td>
<td>17.6 (0.8)</td>
<td>15.1 (1.3)</td>
<td>12.9 (4.0)</td>
<td>12.7 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum dose</td>
<td>24.8 (0.5)</td>
<td>26.4 (1.6)</td>
<td>25.5 (0.5)</td>
<td>24.8 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean dose</td>
<td>19.5 (1.4)</td>
<td>20.7 (0.6)</td>
<td>19.9 (1.1)</td>
<td>20.1 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OARs (Mean doses)</td>
<td>Thyroid gland</td>
<td>8.2 (6.3)</td>
<td>4.7 (0.5)</td>
<td>6.3 (3.1)</td>
<td>3.8 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>0.3 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.9 (0.2)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.1)</td>
<td>0.3 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>11.9 (0.9)</td>
<td>4.8 (0.3)</td>
<td>6.1 (1.0)</td>
<td>2.2 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>18.2 (0.6)</td>
<td>13.2 (0.7)</td>
<td>16.2 (1.1)</td>
<td>9.4 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>3.0 (0.6)</td>
<td>6.5 (0.5)</td>
<td>3.2 (0.6)</td>
<td>2.0 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>5.5 (0.4)</td>
<td>5.6 (0.2)</td>
<td>2.2 (0.3)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pancreas</td>
<td>13.5 (2.7)</td>
<td>9.2 (1.6)</td>
<td>6.0 (1.6)</td>
<td>4.9 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spleen</td>
<td>0.6 (0.2)</td>
<td>3.8 (0.5)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.3)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>4.1 (1.4)</td>
<td>6.9 (0.8)</td>
<td>3.2 (1.4)</td>
<td>1.8 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>2.7 (0.5)</td>
<td>8.9 (0.7)</td>
<td>3.3 (0.8)</td>
<td>1.7 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abdominal cavity</td>
<td>6.7 (0.9)</td>
<td>7.6 (0.9)</td>
<td>4.7 (1.0)</td>
<td>3.3 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patient outline</td>
<td>4.7 (0.6)</td>
<td>5.3 (0.2)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.8)</td>
<td>2.2 (0.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All five techniques produced a clinically acceptable dose distribution in the primary and secondary targets. The minimum dose to vertebral body is lower with other techniques compare with conventional photon technique, but it might not cause problem with bone growth (68).

The absorbed doses in the OARs varied considerably with the treatment technique used (Table 3). The IMPT resulted in a significantly lower mean dose to the different OARs except for the lungs compared with all the others techniques, and many of the OARs remained unirradiated. The IMXT delivered significant higher mean doses to the breast, lung, spleen, stomach and kidney than the conventional photon and
electron-techniques. As would be expected, conventional photon and electron techniques gave the highest doses in the thyroid gland and esophagus. Lower mean doses were observed in most OARs with IMET than with the IMXT, photon and electron beam techniques.

Applying the different NTCP models resulted in calculated probabilities for acute and late side-effects that were close to zero for different OARs and all techniques.

Table 4 shows the mean doses after correction ($D_{TR}$) in OARs and the corresponding risks for SLC. There is a large variation of the estimated risk depending on the technique used. The highest risk estimated for SLC was equal to, 30 %, after IMXT, while the lowest was 4 %, after IMPT were estimated for SLC. For the proton technique we also estimated the potential contributions from secondary neutrons by using measurements and Monte-Carlo simulations performed by Schneider U., et al. for the PSI treatment facility (69). They observed an additional dose burden to ORAs due to secondary neutrons ranging from 0.002 Sv to 0.004 Sv per treatment Gy. Based on these numbers a conservative estimate of the effective neutron dose accumulated in all OARs lead to an additional dose burden of 0.002 Sv (i.e. the total effective dose was 0.0468 Sv). Then the contribution of neutron to the risk of SLC should be in the order of 1%. The effective dose from IMXT was significantly higher than the other techniques ($p=0.002$ in all patients). IMET resulted in a lower effective dose compared with conventional photons beam, IMXT and conventional electrons beam ($p=0.002$ in all patients). IMPT resulted in the lowest effective dose in all comparisons ($p=0.002$ in all patients). Conventional photon and electron techniques resulted in similar effective doses.
Table 4. Estimates of the risk of secondary lethal cancer (solid cancers)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Photon</th>
<th>IMXT</th>
<th>Electron</th>
<th>IMET</th>
<th>IMPT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$W_T$</td>
<td>$D_{TR}$</td>
<td>$E_{TR} \times W_T$</td>
<td>$D_{TR}$</td>
<td>$E_{TR} \times W_T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esophagus</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal cavity</td>
<td>0.20$^b$</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient outline</td>
<td>0.03$^c$</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Dose$^d$</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.761</td>
<td>2.696</td>
<td>1.863</td>
<td>1.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total risk of SLC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>0.198</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.303</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.210</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.149</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$W_T$: Tissue weighting factors. Gonads, red marrow and bone surface were excluded (40)
$E_{TR}$: Equivalent dose: effective dose to each organ

$^a$: a beam quality factor of 2 was applied to proton technique (41)

$^b$: $W_T$ includes the factors for colon, urinary bladder and remaining organs (adrenals, small intestine, kidneys, pancreas spleen and uterus)

$^c$: $W_T$ includes the factors for skin and remaining organs (brain, muscle and thymus)

$^d$: Sum of weighted doses renormalized with the sum of considered weighting factors

$^e$: the total risk of SLC for IMPT is 0.040 when the contribution of neutron is taken account

SLC: secondary lethal cancer
Conclusions

The experiments conducted in this study show that the biological effectiveness of radiotherapy can be influenced significantly by a prolonged fraction time in the order of 10-20 minutes. Such changes in radiotherapy may be introduced by more complex treatment techniques such as IMRT. The effect is underestimated by biological models (Paper I). To reach the same cell kill, either fraction size or number of fractions would need to be increased (15-19% for cells used in this study). However, correction is extremely difficult to make in a safe way. The reason is that tissues with longer $T_{1/2}$, as is the case for many normal tissues, would be less spared by the long fraction times and thus, would be subjected to more severe radiation effects. Since biological models are still of limited value in this situation it should be a goal for new radiotherapy techniques to keep the fraction time as short as possible. The findings in this study have later been supported by other experimental (70) and clinical studies (71).

IMXT can be improved with a mixed electron and photon technique for the treatment of a deep-seated target, such as head and neck cancer (Paper II). This study shows that the mixed electron and photon technique delivers a smaller integral dose to normal tissues than photon IMRT while maintaining a comparable dose distribution in the target. In addition, the DVHs of spinal cord and brainstem indicate that there is a margin for further improvement of the mixed beam plans. It is also noteworthy that the treatment plans of this investigation were produced in two completely different ways. The mixed electron and photon technique was planned by a manual procedure that restricted the number of iterations and thus leading to a less than optimal result. The IMRT plans were made with fully automatic optimisation. It is therefore reasonable to believe that if similar tools were available in both cases the results might well be more advantageous for the mixed electron and photon technique. This might particularly be the case if electron beams could be optimised together with photon IMRT. For that reason we believe that this method should be further investigated using optimizing algorithms for electrons. This will also allow comparative studies based on more cases than with this laborious forward planning technique. The mixed beam technique also has the potential of a shorter fraction delivery time than the pure photon IMRT owing
to the smaller number of segments. Thus, the effects of prolonged fraction time should decrease.

Optimised electron plans will contain both energy and intensity modulation which means that the number of segments will often be too large for being delivered in an effective way in clinical routine. In IMXT there are methods for reducing the number of segments that have to be treated, often by the use of a so called “sequencer”. For making optimised electron beams clinically useful a corresponding procedure as for IMXT could be useful. For this reason, a method has been developed to transform the results from an electron optimiser to a deliverable treatment plan with a three-step procedure (Paper III). All such procedures, including optimisation and segmentation, would be possible to computerise. This method was tested with a clinical case that had a left-sided breast cancer after mastectomy. It resulted in a plan with 8 electron energies and 23 segments which can be delivered in a reasonable time frame without destroying the dose distribution that was primarily achieved with the optimiser.

In Paper IV the most commonly used NTCP models predicted very low risks for side-effects for all five radiation techniques, despite the considerable variation in absorbed dose to the surrounding OARs. This is probably partly due to the low total dose. However, the predictive ability of the NTCP models has actually not been fully tested as yet, especially in the case of late side-effects (e.g. cardiac mortality). Another noteworthy aspect when using NTCP models is that the dose distribution and clinical data on which the models are based reflect irradiation conditions in the specific patient groups. To our knowledge, no available NTCP parameters are based on data sets derived from a paediatric population. Furthermore, the relevant end-points in a paediatric population might not always be the same as in an adult population. In paediatric populations, the risk for secondary radiation induced cancer should be of concern. A model for calculating the risk for SLC has been proposed by ICRP 60 (1). It was not originally intended for radiotherapy, but it is one of the few models available today that can be applied in this situation. In radiation protection, lower doses than those relevant for radiotherapy are usually considered. Therefore, an assumption that the risk of cancer increases linearly with dose below 4 Gy and levels
out at doses above about 4 Gy was made (Paper IV). This hypothesis might make the risk estimates slightly conservative. On the other hand, any effects of cell kill and a consequent decrease in cancer risk at high doses were not taken into consideration due to the lack of available data on which to base such a correction. The estimated risks of radiation induced SLC in treatment of the spinal canal in medulloblastoma differ substantially depending on the techniques used. The estimated risks are 30% (IMXT), 20% (conventional photons or electrons), 15% (IMET) and 4% (IMPT). The absolute risks should probably be regarded with caution due to the uncertainties in the estimates. However, the relative differences between the treatments are probably only slightly influenced by these uncertainties. To minimise the risk of cancer induction, IMPT should be the treatment of choice. If proton therapy is not available, advanced electron therapy may provide a better alternative to conventional photon therapy.
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